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Where’s Waldo
By Missy Lacock

F

acebook status: Missy Lacock Strip club? Check.
I still don’t know how the hell I ended up there, straddled by a
stripper and unsure where to put my hands. “Should I tip her?” Asa
had just laughed and snapped another bill under her panties for me. I
remember the dancer gave my boobs a friendly shake, told Asa he had
a “fucking amazing” girlfriend, and slid off my lap.
The entire experience felt surreal—maybe because my
Christian upbringing condemned such places beyond redemption. Or
maybe it was just because I was drunk. I was sober enough, however, to
notice the dancers’ stretch marks and tan lines, and observe that every
one of them had a little bit of cellulite. I felt no insecurity beside Asa,
and we laughed together at everything—from trying to read tattoos in
near-dark to guessing cup sizes.
When the last dancer of the night climbed the pole, legs
like pythons, I considered how bizarre the whole exotic routine was:
the pumping of naked hips, the lap dance codes, the conventions
of gratuity. Every stripper wore the same ridiculous platforms,
sometimes slamming them on the stage floor or clicking them together
like Dorothy, only above their heads. They all smelled like coconut,
and they all did the same, absurd butt-bouncing in the faces of their
tippers—some who were old enough to be their grandfathers. They all
pulled aside their thongs for the right price, and they all scurried about
the stage on their knees after their numbers, sweeping bills into a pile.
It was weird, it was wacky, and that’s why it was fun. It was also why my
parents would never have approved.
Later that week, however, I went to church—which did
please my parents. I was no longer religious, but I still enjoyed the
(very) occasional Sunday beside my grandma on her favorite pew.
That Sunday rang with fundamentalist Christianese as usual, women
wearing jean skirts and buns and men wearing long sleeves and no
ties (a church-split over the wearing-of-ties had snatched half the
congregation away into their own denomination). The air was full
of hands during song-worship, which was followed by Testimonies,
prayer requests, “unspoken burdens,” and a foot-washing ceremony.
“Hello, church,” Brother Gary bellowed at last, mounting his
position behind the pulpit. “It’s good to be with family.” I felt a sudden
rush of affection for this strange place, for community, for Christian
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codes, for simplicity. Brother Gary offered a wail-like prayer—during
which a sister began “speaking in tongues” with much hissing and
clattering of teeth—and then launched into message as some break
into song, face shining and hands sounding slick as they smacked the
leather of an Old King James Bible.
The sermon was as frenzied as ever. The flock yelped “Amen,
Preacher” to his Christian argot of “sanctification,” “flesh,” “the Word,”
and of course “Babylon” until the sermon closed with a ringing call to
salvation. Many responded by charging to the altar again, while the rest
howled repeated verses of “Come Home.” But while they wept, fallen
on their knees like strippers, I was just thinking about Grandma’s tuna
fish sandwiches and about checking my Facebook.
It was on Facebook that I started thinking about subcultures.
“Be ye a nonconformist,” said Emerson. But conformity was everywhere.
Even in cyberspace new rules and conventions were invented and
applied, things that were normal inside that would never be normal
outside. After all, who announces their constant “status?” What would
we do if people on the street suddenly spouted to near-strangers “Yay
for pop rocks!” or “I officially hate annotated bibliographies,” or “Just
give me Jesus!”? No one alerts another to a “poke,” or even walks by
and delivers a literal poke. No one announces “Like” to statements, and
there is no real meaning for verbal shortcuts like “LOL,” saying “laugh
out loud,” or even laughing out loud at all.
Just like lap dances at strip clubs or oil anointments at church,
these things are unique to Facebook and peculiar everywhere else.
On Facebook, for example, friends are no longer hard to come by—
although most are hardly acquaintances and can easily be de-friended
if there are not enough witty exchanges (“Ahoy!”) or one too many
posts about toddlers.
But more than revolutionizing the nature of relationships
and communication, Facebook has changed how we perceive reality.
The pivotal point in a romance is not the first confession of love,
but that online change from “Single” to “In a relationship” (or “It’s
complicated”); it seems that events cannot be fully experienced now
until they are broadcasted to 500 fellows (including “Eatin’ Easy Mac”
or even my “Strip club? Check.”). This access to mass publication also
gives complete control over one’s exposed character, and indeed the
created identities of Facebook-ees are much wittier and more selfaware than their non-computer counterparts. After all, they alone
accept which pictures can carry their names (no bad hair days or lazy
eyes), fashion clever statuses, write their own profiles, even change
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their birthdays. The power is heady, and mighty Facebook is the only
king. LOL.
But this absurd cyberworld, this subculture, firmly exists, and
no one regularly thinks about its madcap ways; it’s just another facet
of our life, a separate sphere that exists in itself, like strip clubs, like
church, like government. Like sports, like concerts, like daycares. It
may not be bad, it may not be good; it just brings order to a group, a
system to interactions.
And yet.
Facebook status: Missy Lacock Be ye a nonconformist.
I had to wonder: Why did I type LOL when I was not laughing
out loud? Why did I announce every event, every mood, every brainy
thought with compulsion? And why—why—did I give a damn about
what a Facebook Friend (we can now see the difference) ate for lunch?
There are those “nonconformists” who use Facebook to
declare controversial political or spiritual views, those rebels who
reject Facebook’s profile questions, those mavericks who post virtual
invites to picket corporations, attend True Love Waits rallies, join a
Wicca group, be a stripper—but it still is all via Facebook. They are
fluent in Facebook language and codes, they update their statuses, they
“like” other nonconformist posts. So—as in every group—I concluded
there was always a bit of conformity even in anti-conformity.
I experienced my third major subculture that week at the
Associated Students of the University of Montana meeting; the
student government swore Asa into their senate that night, and I
was torn between finding the whole political proceeding comical
and maddening. Although I was the lone attendee, the senators were
dressed in immaculate suits, extended their hands horizontally like
Hitler for some reasons and raised their name placards for others,
used special, twirly sign language at times, followed a pretentious
parliamentary procedure that no one seemed sure how to use, and
knocked on their table in agreement or in place of applause. It was like
watching preschoolers play dress up.
But good needed to be done, and Asa repeated the ASUM
senator’s oath with gravity. It wasn’t until the council reached the
adoption of a bill and got stalled voting on whether they should vote to
vote that I realized there were some subcultural norms that should be
abandoned for the sake of productivity.
So I went home, deleted my Facebook account, and now
seriously wonder if I exist at all.
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